Get inspired by the art at BAM! Take a walk around your neighborhood to look for colors, patterns, and textures that are similar to those in Nicole Gordon’s *Tension*. Be sure to follow social distancing rules!

Nicole Gordon, *Tension*

**Find something that is**

- [ ] Blue
- [ ] Orange
- [ ] Red
- [ ] Pink
- [ ] Green
- [ ] Yellow

**Close looking: repetition!**

Nicole Gordon uses repetition of teacups, birds, and flowers in *Tension*. Pick three things that repeat in your neighborhood, draw an example, and keep track of how many you find!

**Can you recreate this scene at home?**

1. Create your own animal-themed mask using materials from home like printer paper or recycled cereal boxes. Decorate with markers, collage, or paint. Be sure to include holes for your eyes!
2. Can you create a backdrop that features your own graffiti and animal drawings? A flattened cardboard box would work great!
3. Arrange tea cups or mugs in the foreground of your scene.
4. Take a photo of your recreated painting and share it with us on social media using #getcraftywithBAM!